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CFD
Trading
IF RUSSIA INVADES...
COULD YOU MAKE £10K
SHORTING THE FTSE 100?
•
•

COULD ESCALATING TENSIONS BETWEEN RUSSIA
AND UKRAINE RESULT IN CONFLICT?
GLOBAL MARKETS WILL ALMOST CERTAINLY TRADE
LOWER IF RUSSIA INVADES UKRAINE
INTRODUCTION
Conflicting reports are emanating from Russia, from 'war is
imminent' to hopes of a 'diplomatic solution'. Truth is, nobody
knows how the Russia-Ukraine situation will play out.
That said, the market reaction is more predictable - if Putin
backs down, equity markets should rally. If Russia invades
Ukraine, stock markets will likely fall.
Traders and investors are usually 'long' the market, so we have
chosen to look at the latter scenario in this report and one option
available to retail investors, should Russia invade Ukraine.
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Examples of how traders can utilise CFDs

The ‘CFD Trading’ series of publications has been devised to illustrate
how CFDs could be used to trade real stock market scenarios. The
documents are designed to be thought-provoking and not to be
misconstrued with advice or an invitation to trade. The risk associated
with CFD trades is based on the deal value, which could result in losses
exceeding your initial deposit.

TRADING EXAMPLE
Using CFDs, retail investors can trade the value of an index.
Traders can 'go long' (buy) or 'short' (bet on a decline). Here is
how you could potentially make £10k from the FTSE 100 falling.
The FTSE 100 is trading at 7,500pts. You undertake a 'short'
position, fearing Russia will invade Ukraine. You choose to wage
£20 per point (make or lose £20 every point the index moves).
Should the FTSE 100 decline to 7,000pts, profit is calculated
at £20 times by a 500pt move in your favour = £10,000 profit.

FTSE 100

Deal size examples
This table details exposure, capital outlay
and potential profits which could result
from this trading example.
Exposure

Capital
outlay

500pt
profit

£10 per point £3,750

£5,000

£20

£7,500

£10,000

£50

£18,750

£25,000

£100

£37,500

£50,000

Could the FTSE decline 500pts to 7,000pts?

Risk
The risk to a 'short' position is a rising market.
Losses are calculated by "exposure x points
move". For example, if you 'short' £10 per point
and the market moves against you by 200pts.
Loss is calculated, £10 x 200pts = £2,000

RISK WARNING
All content is provided for your information only. This article may contain opinions and is not advice or a recommendation to buy, sell or hold any investment. No representation or
warranty is given on the present or future value or price of any investment, and investors should form their own view on any proposed investment. This article has not been prepared
in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is considered a marketing communication. Non-independent research
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potential conflicts of interest presented by such dealing. One Financial Markets expressly disclaims all liability from actions or transactions arising out of the usage of this content.
By using our services, you expressly agree to hold One Financial Markets harmless against any claims whatsoever and confirm that your actions are at your sole discretion and risk.
CFD’s and forex are high risk instruments in which it is possible to lose in excess of your original deposit and may not be suitable for you. You should only consider these investments
using money you can afford to lose. Please ensure you fully understand the risks and take care to manage your exposure.
CFDs are complex instruments and come with a high risk of losing money rapidly due to leverage. 64.6% of retail investor accounts lose money when trading CFDs with this
provider. You should consider whether you understand how CFDs work and whether you can afford to take the high risk of losing your money. Frederick & Oliver (F&O) is an
Appointed Representative of C B Financial Services Limited (trading as One Financial Markets). Your account is held with C B Financial Services Limited and all dealing, administration
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